  
 


 
 
 
	
		 
	
 
	
	Revie fender modern player dimension bass
 
	 Not only does it look different from previous models but comes with an active 3 band eq control system and a single or dual humbucker. 99
 
	2024-04-09
 
	

	310 612 7258 gabapentin	 0
	 Cutting the volume down to 25% seems to cut it down
	 $479
	 premierguitar Fender American
	
70K views 8 years ago The Modern Player series now brings you a whole
	
N Bellmore, NY, United States
	 Fender Jazz Bass 1988 MIJ JB62 with new Fender Roasted
	 Number of Frets: 19
	 Reviews (3) Own one like this? Make room for new gear in minutes
	 Finish: Candy Apple Red
	78, now $468
	 $695
	 Learn more on the Seller Hub
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	 I haven't determined if the high white noise I hear is "typical of an active bass" or if my bass has grounding issues
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	 Fully
5" radius maple neck, 21 med jumbo frets w/minimal wear, rosewood fretboard, 38

Fender’s classic designs remain the go-to axes for countless bassists, though some Fender models have not been as widely cherished
 If you mean the Modern Player Dimension, they're pretty decent, actually, if you want an active bass
 They featured 24 frets, active electronics, no pickguards, and tilt-back head stocks
5” radius, 18 medium jumbo frets and white Dot inlays; Nut width: 1
 Not only does it look different from previous models but comes with an active 3 band eq control system and a
 Show More

Modern Player Dimension Bass 2014-2015
 I have a 1977 P bass and a 2005 Jazz bass, which makes the Dimension bass a welcome modern-style bass for me to have in my arsenal
 Cosmetically it is in excellent condition, looking very clean overall with some shallow scratches around the body and good frets (see photos for general condition or ask for closer detailed shots)
 Used – Excellent
 Front Coil of Triplebucker, 2
 Offering a fresh take on the model released in the mid-2000s, Fender describes the Modern Player Dimension
 In every wayfrom its distinctive body shape to its easy-access truss rod adjustment wheel to its single three-coil Triplebucker bass pickup and special electronicsits a bold new step forward in modern Fender bass
 Ask your local Fender dealer if they are participating in this promotion! You will need to sign into or create an account at checkout

The Fender Jazz is and always has been one of the most player-friendly bass designs on the planet, and this variant doesn’t let you down in that sense

	 
	 

 
	
 
		 
	 
	 it feels good, looks good, and to me it sounded
 
	
	
$449 Free Shipping
Overview The latest addition to Fender's Modern Player line of instruments	
 
	 
	 
	
Fender Modern Player Dimension Bass has 0 ratings (Score 0 out of 5 based on 0
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